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Enhancement of Linguistic skills

SUBJECT-ENGLISH RESOURCE PERSON: MS. Kritika Chatterjee

 Write one page of cursive handwriting every day. The suggested books are Vikas Cursive Copywriting Book 2
of Navneet publication and Dreamland Cursive Writing Book 3.

 Learn two new English words with meaning daily.
 Must converse in English.
 Look for the difficult meanings in the dictionary rather than search on Google.

Week I
Reading

Week II
Listening

Week III
Speaking

Week IV
Creative Center

Week V
Revision for PT-1

Objective: To enhance
literacy skills and develop
critical thinking skills of
the students

Objective: To develop the
listening abilities of the
students and improve
comprehension skills

Objective: To enhance the
intrapersonal skills of the
students and make them
confident to express their
thoughts and ideas clearly
and fluently

Objective: To enhance
their creativity, develop
interpersonal skills and
construct knowledge of
the concepts

Objective: To reinforce
the topics already
learned in class and
develop the confidence
to comprehend them in
the upcoming periodic
test

‘Reading is to the mind
what exercise is to the
body’. Dear children, it’s
time to improve our
vocabulary and enhance
our communication skills
by developing the habit of
reading books. Make your
holidays more exciting by
reading a book of any one
of the following famous
authors.
1. Mark Twain
2. Lewis Carrol
3. JK Rowling
4. Charles Dickens
5. Rudyard Kipling

• Besides improving
current affairs and
general knowledge,
listening to the news
positively impacts our
listening and literacy
skills. So, listen to the
news of your interest
every day and make a
vocab port.

• Animated movies not
only capture students’
interest but also help
them to improve their
linguistic skills.
Following are a few
movies recommended

 Make a face mask of
your favourite animal
and prepare few lines
about it to speak in
class.

 On an A4 size sheet,
draw a picture of your
favourite character
from the story you
read and prepare few
lines to speak about
him/her.

Parts of Speech indicate
how words relate to each
other and are important
for the construction of
proper sentences. So,
let’s have fun with
different parts of
speechby making
interesting crafts.

 Section A -
Bouquet of verbs

 Section B -Wind
chime of adjectives

 Section C-Wall
hanging of singular
and plural nouns

Literature:

Ch-1 The Monkey King
Poem- Too Busy

Grammar:

Ch- Nouns
Ch- Nouns: Types
Ch- Nouns: Countable
and Uncountable

Reading and writing:

Unseen passage
Picture Composition



6. Ruskin Bond for the students to
watch and enhance
their skills.
1.Ratatouille
2. Despicable Me
3. Marmaduke
4. Scrooge
5. Wall-E
6. The Little Mermaid

 Section D- Train of
prepositions
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To enhance the creativity of the students, to develop art integration skills and to engage them constructively in the
tasks assigned.

SUBJECT-MATHEMATICS RESOURCE PERSON: MS. MANDEEP

PRACTICE WORK: Complete Exercises of chapter 1 and Ex 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 in book.

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5
CREATIVITY AT ITS

BEST!
TABLE MANIA! LEARNING TIME! CREATIVE

CREATION!
LET'S GET READY!

OBJECTIVE: To enhance the
creativity.

OBJECTIVE: To develop art
integration skills.

OBJECTIVE: To develop
mental maths skills.

OBJECTIVE: To
develop spatial skills.

OBJECTIVE:To connect
students with the syllabus
for their overall
development.

Create a magazine titled
'MATH IS FUN'. Paste
puzzles, mazes, crosswords
related to mathematical
concepts. Pictures of great
mathematicians, various
shapes etc. can also be pasted.

Or
Observe Indian currency
notes (e.g. ₹ 100, ₹500 etc.)and
explore the languages and
monuments printed on the
currencies. Write the
information collected on A-4
size coloured sheet..

Make a wall hanging of tables
from 6 to 9 using different
shapes like triangle, circle,
rhombus etc.

Or
Make a bouquet of colourful
flowers with tables from 2 to 9
written on it.

Learn the tables from 2 to
15 and recite daily.

Design a Birthday card
for your friend using
basic geometrical shapes
(eg circle,
square , triangle etc)
and  symbols(eg  = , % ,
+ etc)

Recapitulate the work
done in class. Prepare for
Periodic Test 1 (Syllabus:
Chapter 1 Numbers and
Numeration)
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SUBJECT-EVS RESOURCE PERSON: MS. JYOTI SRINIVAS

The basic aim is to bring out innate potential in kids apart from being connected with the syllabus

Week I Week II Week III Week IV Week V
Ever wondered how it would
be like cooking without flame?
How many such recipes can
you think of which don’t
require any flame, but would
leave you all gasping for more?
So kids this summer try some
new recipes which can be
cooked without a fire being lit
and are also healthy and tasty!
Make a small colourfulRECIPE
BOOK with 4 such dishes that
can be prepared flamless. Don’t
forget to paste the pictures to
decorate your RECIPE BOOK.

We all live in our houses with
families.People build their
houses from different kids of
materials.Its very important
to keep our house neat and
clean in order to make it
healthy and comfortable.Ya…
We must follow certain rules
to keep our house
systematic.Let’s be little
creative this summer.
Class III A-Make a small model
of any type of house.
To make the model of your
favourite house you can use
different waste materials
which are available at home.

Class III B-Make a small
dustbin to throw your waste
material.You can use small
carton or cardboard box, old
gift wrapers or news papers
for covering  and
pictures,beads etc. to
decorate.Write your name on
the back side of the bin.

Leaves are the most important
part of the plant. Different types
of plants have leaves of different
shapes, sizes, colours, textures
and aroma.Plants shed their
leaves.Leaves fall when their
chlorophyll finishes and they dry
up.
Do not pluck the leaves from
plants.
Collect the fallen leaves from a
nearby park.
Stick them and make some
attractive pttern.

Environment plays an important
role in healthy living and the
existence of life on planet earth.
Earth is a home for different living
species and we all are dependent
on the environment for food, air,
water, and other needs.
Therefore, it is important for
every individual to save and
protect our environment.
Class IIIA-Design a beautiful
poster on “Say No To Plastic Bags”
with nice slogan.
Class IIIB-Design a beautiful poster
on “Save Trees” with nice slogan.
Class IIIC-Design a beautiful poster
on “Save Animals” with nice
slogan
Class III D-Design a beautiful
poster on “Save Water” with nice
slogan

Revise for PT-1

Syllabus:-

Chapter -
In The Family

Chapter-
Clothes We Wear
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Task III and IV to be done on A4 sized pastel sheet. Notebook,book and all worksheets to be revised for PT1

Class III C- Make a beautiful
wall hanging using cardboard,
thermocol etc. Paste picture
of 7-8 items or appliances,
which we generally use to
keep our house neat
clean.Don’t forget to write
their names below the
picture. (You can think of  any
geometrical  shape for making
this wall hanging)

Class III D-Make a banner and
write 10 golden rules,one
must follow to keep house
neat and clean.(use cardboard
or thermocol for the above
activity).Fix a  wooden stick at
the back so that you can hold
the bannner.

I will keep my
books porperly
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